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Buildings decay and mutate; they are made of hybrid assemblages of material sourced 
from near and far, “…emergent mosaics of various temporalities, collages of matter 
characterised by an incessant becoming”.1 We are interested in the “continuity of 
process - that is with the perdurance or life expectancy of a thing, or how long it can 
be kept going”.2  This thinking supports us to shift away from a reading of historic 
buildings as objects analogous to documents inscribed with fixed histories to one 
where space, time, materials and people are intertwined in an unfolding process. We 
are interested in matter as material as affective particles, atmospheres, spectral traces, 
gestures and actions.   
 
We are interested in the disciplinary territory that lies in the overlap between interior 
design and conservation practice by focusing on ways of conceptualising historic 
interiors as unfinished sites of experience that are loaded with affective capacity. The 
research aims to examine the representation of space from the inside out, through 
explorations of interiority and embodied practices and how we can rethink historic 
interiors. Taking the form of collages, our design work uses an uninhabited 16th-
century timber-framed manor house as a case study. Here we propose that the 
house is experienced all the more poignantly as it hangs in a transitional state prior 
to any programme of restoration and reuse that aspires to implement a unifying 
scheme leading to a static end point. 
FORWORDS  
 
We work as an interdisciplinary team made up of an interior designer and a historic 
building conservationist interested in the overlaps and divergences in our disciplinary 
perspectives. Our concern is with what Juhani Pallasmaa refers to as the “forceful 
emotional engagement” of historic settings as subjective experiences.3 Orthodox 
approaches to understanding historic buildings conceptualise them as documents 
with narratives and chronologies waiting to be discovered through objective analysis. 
Historic England advises that we observe a building “in order to ascertain what 
information it provides about its origins, form, function, date and development”.4 This 
says little about the human encounter with the building in the here and now and how 
it stirs the senses, the emotions and the imagination.  
Since the 1970s, conservation doctrine has embraced the notion that the heritage 
value of a place is a cultural construction rather than an absolute truth which is 
intrinsic to the heritage object.5  The Burra Charter adopted by ICOMOS Australia in 
1979 enshrined the principle that conservation decisions should acknowledge 
multivalent and subjective heritage values. This principle was widely taken up in 
national policies and guidance across the globe.6  What matters is how communities 
and individuals make meanings and attachments with historic places. However, 
these subjective meanings are inherently difficult to articulate and to capture in 
textual language. The required professional tools and vocabularies are lacking. 
There is a tendency to privilege empirically-defined and documented tangible 
historical truths that revert to more orthodox conservation traditions based on 
specialist knowledge of material fabric and academically-described historic 
importance.7 
For the designer, architectural processes and practices tend to focus on the form and 
function of a building and architecture as a solid object. Architecture is often 
represented as a bounded artefact frozen in time through the use of perspectival 
images in the form of photographic representation and linear drawings which do not 
represent how they are, have been or will be inhabited. Buildings are drawn 
untouched by the passing of history. “Architectural space”, writes Jeremy Till, “… is 
emptied of all considerations of time and is seen as a formal and aesthetic object."8 
Conceptualising architecture as an assemblage shifts away from this static position 
and allows for engagement with issues of interiority and the temporal; “an 
architecture of assembling and dissolving and how elements of a building infold and 
unfold with each other to the point of distinction”.9 
The approach we take is archaeological. It maps presence through the topology of 
the surface and the finds beneath it. We practice the unfolding of space and time 
through mapping material relationships experienced in the present. Inspired by New 
Materialist thinking, both building and body are understood as living material, as Jane 
Bennett speaks, as matter: “[T]he sentences of this book also emerged from the 
confederate agency of many striving macro- and microactants: from ‘my’ memories, 
intentions, contentions, intestinal bacteria, eyeglasses, and blood sugar, as well as 
from the plastic computer keyboard, the bird song from the open window, or the 
particulates in the room”.10 
Our method of working is experimental and we draw on Jane Rendell’s Site 
Writings11, her use of pronouns and multiple readings of family objects. In this work 
Rendell explores the use of subjective and objective writing and the relationship of 
the photographic image to text as a way to activate traces of lived experience in the 
history of Architecture and its language. We also engage with the work of embodied 
practitioners in the field of performance such as Miranda Tuffnell and Chris 
Crikmay.12 This situates our practice in lived experiences where the material of 
bodies, personal and pre-personal memories, shifting positions and gestures are 
used as a material paste to create poeticised images.13 In this way we break from the 
formal structures and processes we would normally use to investigate a historic site 
where it is read as documentary evidence viewed from an objective distance. We 
move from the comfort of our disciplinary norms to allow the free flow of our 
imaginations and the unfolding of our embodied experiences.  
We investigate these embodied methods of representation in a case study of 
Wymering Manor located in Cosham, Hampshire, UK, abandoned since 2006. 
Originally constructed in 1581/2, the Manor has been used as a home, a religious 
school and in later years, a youth hostel. During alterations made in the 1780s, an 
elegant double-height bow window was added to the west facade, cutting through the 
massive timbers holding the building up. The weakened frame eventually gave way 
causing the ceilings to collapse in the north-west corner. Attempts to repair the frame 
over the years failed and the Manor was eventually vacated leaving its future 
uncertain. Fearing its loss, in 2013 the local community formed a preservation trust 
which included local politicians, historians, residents and business people. They 
bought the Manor for a nominal sum from Portsmouth City Council and assumed 
responsibility for its care.   
Wymering Manor is now in a state of transition and its remaking is taking place 
slowly and organically; it is being reshaped through the desires, gestures and actions 
of local people rather than the intentions of a fixed plan and known aesthetic 
outcome designed to secure its future once and for all. It is this liminality that draws 
us to the Manor. Referencing the New Materialist work of Jane Bennett, we employ 
creative writing processes and the viewfinder of a small Nikon Coolpix camera to 
explore our perceptions of its interior. We write and draw ourselves into the spaces 
through shifting our positions, from I, to you, to we, as a provocation to our 
disciplinary assumptions about old buildings.    
UNFOLDING TIME 
We were first captivated by the Manor because it is a wonderful assemblage that has 
no clear chronological narrative. Architectural elements are borrowed from 
elsewhere: some from a Palladian mansion called Bold Hall near St Helen’s in 
Lancashire, staircases perhaps from a Jacobean manor, and fabric in the cellars and 
chimneystack reused from an earlier building.  Records exist in fragments in the form 
of faded photos, documents and handwritten family letters that are held by the 
Trustees, but they cannot tell the whole story. What may be the original front door 
into the Manor is now a feature in a room known as the Dining Room, which also 
once functioned as the library. This door goes nowhere; it is blocked on the outside 
and cannot be opened. As a youth hostel, the rooms were turned into dormitories, 
old doors were labelled with room numbers and fire evacuation notices, and modern 
toilets and showers were added.  
Now new material relations are appearing through the interactions of the community 
as they search for a future for the house. Donated furniture from different eras has 
been staged throughout its rooms and the main hall has a small gate-legged 
Victorian table set with a lace mat, glass vase and a Jane Austen book. These still 
lives begin to suggest new narratives and connections: Jane Austen’s brother, 
Francis Austen, was a churchwarden at the neighbouring church and is buried in the 
churchyard, although there is no record Jane ever visited the house. Furniture and 
props introduced by event companies called Dark Encounters and Torchlight 
Heritage for Agatha Christie plays and ghost tours include mock Tudor confessional 
boxes and medieval pillories that suggest new ways for visitors to imagine these 
spaces. Stacked chairs await audiences, pianos anticipate rooms filled with music, 
fluffy paint rollers look forward to freshly coating the flaking walls. These new 
materials are a manifestation of community desires and longings and the diverse 
motivations of its new owners and volunteers.   
  
The images and writing that we present in the first part of this paper sketch scenes in 
the unfolding story of the Manor. Each signals a dream world in the making where 
material assemblages express the longings of the people trying to save it. These 
drawings capture the community’s optimism for the continuity of the Manor; they act 
as an architectural type, a cohesive material structure and perhaps an artefact 
documenting an accumulation of installations operating as compositional events, “as 
a gathering place of accumulated deposits which depend on the dense entanglement 
of affect, attention, the senses and matter”.14  
  
These scenes are in continuous motion as shifting actions constantly set up new 
material and social relations and clusters of affects. They represent moments in the 
thick time of the Manor as it moves on its uncertain trajectory, capturing “a present 
that gathers the past and holds the future pregnantly, but not in an easy, linear 
manner”.15 Through these tangles of material relations we see that the house has the 
power to affect and to be affected in multiple ways, they act as haecceities “of 
relations of movement and rest between molecules or particles”.16 They are 
compositions that resonate with the diverse co-existing desires of the community, 
scenes which are replete with unresolved possibilities and threats. The Music Room 
changes each time we visit from a scene reminiscent of an Agatha Christie Murder 
Mystery, to an actor’s changing room, to an exhibition space for community visits. 
Yet decay and imminent collapse are ever present, fresh scatters of fallen plaster on 
the carpet, spreading stains of damp on the walls, old mortise joints in the timbers 
slowly parting under the strain. 
  
We build the affective qualities of our images and text over time, embedding our 
experiences, memories and conversations into their making. We grow dialogues 
between ourselves and the space, allowing our responses and imaginings to unfold 
outside of our disciplinary gestures. Our work shifts towards a formative language 
where we use the material of our bodies, the staging of the house and its 
atmospheres to shape our conversations and an undirected outcome free of formal 
structures and methodologies. This process challenged our disciplinary habits and 
professional vocabularies and compelled us to be more open to gestures of the local 
community. 
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In this work we set out to experiment with new methodologies for our practice to 
investigate tools with which to express the affective capacities of historic 
interiors.  An embodied approach gives historic ‘fabric’ a more dynamic and agentic 
role, defining materiality by what it does rather than by what it is. The drawings we 
created through image and text gave voice to the house, we created a gestalt, a 
story of the many voices of the human and non-human actants at the Manor.  
Our writing enabled us to see differently in spaces that became familiar, challenged 
our prejudices and the gestures we make unthinkingly from years of practice. The 
images that we first took were unthinking, we stood on the thresholds taking 
photographs as site notes, aide-memoires as documentary evidence to take back to 
the office/studio.  The process of creative writing invited an engagement to be in, 
“sitting in”, “drawing in” the details of the scenes around us and of our bodily 
sensations.  Our photographic positioning shifted from the threshold to sitting in the 
space to draw an archaeology of presence, of ourselves within the surroundings. 
The process required us to let go of disciplinary assumptions about authenticity, 
significance, the science of decay and aesthetics. These receded in importance as 
we opened ourselves to the gestures of the community and their desires for what the 
house might be. The slow process of settling into the house and participation in 
ongoing acts of community engagement allowed subjective meanings and 
attachments to reveal themselves over time.  The ad-hoc repairs, paint colours and 
imported furnishings, storytelling, the staging of interiors, event-making, and the 
introduction of modern facilities, all reflect a complex process of looking after the 
Manor which does not necessarily adhere to the norms of conservation and interior 
practice. The lack of resources pulls the community into the house to care for it 
themselves. Their longings and desires are evident in these unfolding actions and 
the choices and priorities which emanate from their own conversations with its 
matter.  
New Materialist thinking and creative processes supported us to think in terms of 
clusters of relationships, entanglements of affect, people and objects and to question 
our normative values when working in historic settings. At Wymering we engaged 
with the material matter of the Manor through its life history, its ongoing ecologies, its 
perdurance and imagined futures. Our images and text create new visual and verbal 
languages of the site and of its materialities that can be embedded into practice. 
Space and time are folded together with the contortions of our bodies, of the house, 
and its communities as we create tactile and poeticised representations of its interior. 
We will continue working between creative writing and photographic drawing to 
collect the multiple voices at Wymering as it moves on its uncertain trajectory, to add 
these methods to our professional toolkits and to contribute these insights to ongoing 
conversations about the future of the Manor.  
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